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OFFICE OF INSTITUTIONAL ADVANCEMENT
Graduation, M ega Reunion, a new graduate program ...
G enerous com m unity su pport fo r the President's S cholarship Fund...
Plays, exhibits, sem inars, lectures, aw ards...

It's been a busy time at Daemen College. Here, in our new magazine,
DAEMEN TODAY, we offer you a glimpse of campus life: what's being
planned, what's been accomplished, and the highlights along the way.
DAEMEN TODAY combines and replaces THE ALUMNI NEWS and
THE RESPONSE, former campus publications. With our new format, we
profile the campus, its people and activities, in a depth that was impossible
using the old newsletter format.
The President's Report, "Challenge and Change," beginning on page
two, reviews the current status of the campus. Strategic plans for the college
are presented and recent accomplishments are noted.
What's new with the faculty? Well, in addition to their normal teaching
schedule, many use the summer to pursue research interests. These
interests range from Dr. Ellen Bank's study of multicultural education in
Malaysia to Professor Keith Taylor's exploration of new treatment methods
for edema. I invite you to catch up on faculty activities in the Faculty Notes,
beginning on page nine.
And the campus? We're please to welcome Summerfare! as our resident
theatre company. While they've been here informally before, this next year
Daemen's Little Theatre will be home base. For a look at the coming
season's production, see page twenty-four.
And the alumni? Alumni programs come in all shapes, sizes and
configurations. It is the universal goal of all alumni programs to encourage
participation in the lives of their respective institutions. Daemen's alumni
program has sought to do just that, with a series of activities offering
something for everyone. For those of you who have been away for some
time, I invite you to review our alumni section, beginning on page
twenty-nine.
I know you will find something of interest as you read though this:
our first edition of DAEMEN TODAY.

Susan Davis Edwards
Director

PRESIDENTS REPORT

CHALLENGE AND CHANGE
Over the years, Daemen College has demonstrated a special ability
to integrate the resources of higher education with the needs of the
community. This talent has brought the college to its current position
of strength and vitality. We have created an environment where
students are willing to cross boundaries and push to the limit as
they ask, and expect, much from themselves.
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ACADMCS
Our academic environment has been infused with great strength in the last

SCIENCE CENTER

several years. During this time Daemen has revitalized its basic course of
study, which is built around a solid liberal arts core. The Liberal Arts
Colloquium, required of incoming freshmen, ensures that our students are
aware of what an education encompasses, even in the face of demanding
program requirements.
New hiring in many departments assures far greater attention to basic
educational skills, as well as recent research developments. Each new

September 23rd marked the one-year
anniversary of the Schenck Science
Building's dedication. The facility has a
270-seat, lecture hall, two 150-seat class
rooms and four laboratories—neuro, developmental, musculo-skeletal,
isokinetic testing and anatomy.

faculty member brings a new spark to the intellectual life of the college, as
well as increases student access to their teachers. Every day exceptionally
qualified professors commit themselves to bring the best possible education
to Daemen students.
The natural sciences have seen substantial curricular initiatives. New
programs are being investigated, and current programs strengthened. The
biology department has added faculty and revised its basic program of
study. Several of our faculty have worked to integrate computer applications
into their courses and have successfully sought grants and other private
support to fund their projects and equipment. These grants, and our new

N ew York State A ssem b lea tali R ich ard R.
A n d erso n , N ew York State S en a to r D ale M .

Schenck Hall, which is dedicated to science education, demonstrate that

Volker, R obert S. M arshall, R ob ert E ck,

our programs have never been better equipped, both physically and

N ew York State A ssem b ly m an R obin L.

intellectually, to bring our undergraduates to the highest levels of
achievement. There is an explosion of technology waiting to help us

S ch im m in ger, a n d N ew York State S en a to r
Jo h n B. S h effer, II

open the world of knowledge to our students.
The library is facing new challenges and is meeting them with
imagination and creativity. A major priority this coming year will be the
expansion of our current collection to accommodate the needs of graduate
students.
Despite increasing cost, we are using new technology to provide access
to information and research materials. During the next five years we will
automate many of the library's basic functions, including circulation/reserve
record keeping and the card catalogs. Via a series of state and federal
grants, a database of local holdings is in place. A New York State Legislative
Grant will allow additional automation this summer.
Our approach has been to build a strong, basic curricular structure and
then allow the faculty to enhance the curriculum to energize their academic
programs. The results are heartening. Nothing is more important than to
look at each course, each degree program, and the core curriculum, and
know that it is the best possible for enabling our students to achieve
maximum personal and intellectual growth.
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NMONAL
SERVICE PLAN

STUDENT LIFE
One of the most evident characteristics of our college is its human scale.
It is a campus of people rather than of programs, of ideas rather than of

Recently, there has been a

words, of doing rather than of watching.
No place is this more evident than in our Community Service

proposal for national service

Department. As the Chinese proverb states, "If you want happiness for a

and student loan reform.

lifetime — help someone else." To educate a student for life, rather than to

Elements of the national

just make a living, we have sought to weave service to others into the basic

service portion of the plan

Daemen experience.
During the past year our students have logged in excess of 9000 hours

include:
#

Educational benefits will be

of volunteer work. With more than 500 students registered in our

provided for service performed

community service program, we have done many major volunteer projects,

by individuals before, during,

including: donating 1000 pounds of food to the Western New York Food

and after they are in college.
...

# A national service corpora

'•

■

Bank, collecting and donating over 12 van loads of clothing to charities,
and adopting a dozen families at Christmas.

tion will be established to.

As you know, a program of national service for college-age students is

determine which activities
qualify as being in the nation

at the proposal stage. I am confident that, whatever national service plan

al service and to provide

is implemented, Daemen is ready.

technical assistance to states,
localities, and colleges.
#

PHYSICAL FAOLmES

Individuals who perform

a year of national service before
they enter college or after they

The college has always taken great pride in its facilities. We have had, due

graduate will receive $5,000

to stable financial conditions, the luxury of keeping current with our

in educational benefits. The

building maintenance. We are sticking to what has always been our basic
plan, which is to keep to a vigorous program of maintenance and, when

federal government will provide
stipends for living expenses.
#

necessary, build modest additions to enhance our campus.

Institutions or consortia of

We are grateful to our strong, growing alumni organization for provid

institutions will be eligible to

ing us with the funds to refurbish and redecorate the student lounge in

compete for grants to promote

Wick Student Center. This project was adopted as a priority of the Alumni
Annual Fund, and its success ensures a comfortable meeting place for

learning through service.^
#

Students who perform

student activities. Renamed the "Alumni Lounge" and dedicated at this

national service while enrolled

year's Mega Reunion, the lounge's redecorating effort was overseen by

in college also will be eligible

representatives of the Alumni Board.

for benefits through work-

The one major addition to our campus, long recognized as a need, will

study, loan forgiveriess, or

be a designated business and commerce building. This building will provide
classrooms, faculty offices, and conference facilities for our business
division.
All of these projects will measurably improve the way our students and
community are served.

, ' r
<■%
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GRADUATE STUDIES
This fall Daemen College will admit its first graduate class. The master's
degree in physical therapy, the first clinical physical therapy master's
program in the western New York area, is well underway.
We have hired a distinguished graduate faculty, under the leadership
of Dr. Joan Gunther. It will take approximately two years to graduate our
first class.
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DAEMEN COLLEGE
FINANCIAL
SUMMARY
1993-94 BUDGET
$15.1 million
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FINANCES
Daemen operates with a balanced budget. Not wanting to repeat the early,
very lean years of the 1970s, this is one point upon which I have always
insisted. To me, no progress is possible under conditions of financial
disequilibrium.
We are approaching the mid-1990s. Frequently, the phrase "these are

REVENUE

the '90s" is heard, typically meaning that we are in a lean period, a time of

• Tuition & Fées (82%)

deep constraints. Here at Daemen we have been able to escape what many

•

of our fellow institutions could not: program cutbacks, faculty layoffs and
budget shortfalls.

•

O ther Educational &

•

Gifts & Grants (1%)

• Room & Board (12%)
General (3%)

Our best estimates are that we will set a new record for enrollment for
the college next fall. Applications for several programs are at record levels.

O ther (2%)

That growth in applications and enrollment is continuing evidence of
Daemen's belief that we are the future of higher education in western
New York.

CONCLUSION
The state of the college is sound. We have important challenges to face,
but we do so with the confidence gained from past accomplishments.
These accomplishments were achieved by cooperative and selfless

EXPENSES
• Education & Général (72%)
• Residential (5%)

teamwork among the college's staff, faculty, and students, with the

• Student Center (7%)

commitment of many from the external community. Daemen stands at a
crossroads in its evolution. The direction in which we are headed calls for

• Student Aid (13%)
• Debt Seryice (2%)

extraordinary achievements in the pursuit of new levels of excellence.

• Reserves (1%)

/
Robert S. Marshall, Ph.D.
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FACULTY FOCUS

CAREER AND FAMILY:
WORKING IT OUT
BY MARY MANZELLA KILLEEN, '57
Knight-Ridder columnist Elinor J. Brecher reports that workplace-watchers
"are warning employers that, in the '90s, offices, factories and stores could
become real 'stress pools/ unless management helps workers cope in ways
that go beyond the stop-smoking and cardio-vascular fitness programs of
the 70s and '80s.
"It's the rare employee who can segregate personal and job pressures,
the experts say. And employers unwilling to recognize that fact will pay a
real price — in absenteeism, disability claims, health care, recruiting efforts
and training costs."

Tart-time work
benefits both
staff accounts
and their firms.
More part-time
opportunities
will be available
in the future."
Professor
Linda Kuechler
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Socially responsible corporate leadership must include initiatives which address
the challenges of an organization's workers. One such initiative includes part-time job
opportunities.
Workplace demographics have changed in America since the 1950s. If you grew up
then, chances are dad was the breadwinner and mom stayed at home with the family.
Today, however, the American family, caught somewhere between need and desire, is
usually characterized as one in which both parents are working.
No one is above it. At one time or another, we are all faced with problems associ
ated with work and family. For many people, part-time employment is a significant
factor in easing those problems. But is part-time work a good solution?
This topic interested Linda Kuechler, MBA and Sharlene Buszka, MBA, professors
in the Daemen College business and commerce department. They surveyed 300 public
accounting firms in the northeast United States. Questions were asked concerning
number and demographic make-up of part-timers, as well as compensation, benefits,
opportunities for professional development, scheduling, and at-home arrangements.
According to Kuechler and Buszka, numerous advantages of part-time work from
an employee perspective were often cited. Some of these are to increase time spent
with children; to care for aging parents; to attend to family business matters; and to
gain more independence and freedom to pursue other interests, leisure-time activities
and/or community service. These advantages may result in decreased levels of employee
stress resulting from juggling home and work-related responsibilities.
Kuechler and Buszka report that public accounting appears to be a field that is
beginning to respond to the increased demand for part-time professional employment.
They found that, "All of the Big Six accounting firms presently offer some form of a
part-time work arrangement for their staff members. One reason for this may be that the
percentage of women in the accounting field, as reported by the Department of Labor,
has increased from 21.7 percent in 1972 to 49.8 percent in 1989. With nearly half the work
force often bearing the lion's share of caretaking responsibilities, change was inevitable.
Another obvious reason is the seasonal nature of the public accounting firm's business.
More staff-labor hours are necessary during the peak tax season, January through April."
Dale Demyanick, a tax partner of Lumsden & McCormick, a regional accounting
firm, finds part-timers ideal for scheduling their work. "The ability to hire people during
the time of year they are needed without the ongoing cost for the rest of the year is a
major benefit to us. Ideally, we would like to have permanent, part-time people who are
willing to work more hours during tax season and less hours during the summer
months. This would help us smooth out our work flow without having to train new
people each year."
Of the public accounting firms responding to their survey, Kuechler and Buszka
found that, "60 percent currently use part-time professional staff. In this group, 59
percent felt the need for part-time professionals would grow in coming years. The
majority of firms used one to two part-timers, 70 percent of the part-timers were

female and 42 percent worked in the tax area followed by 24 percent in audit
and 20 percent in small business.
"Twenty-five percent of firms paid partial benefits with the most liberal of
these firms allowing for full health care benefits and a pro-rated amount of
vacation and sick days. Others provided various portions of their full-time benefit
package. One firm even provided daycare for the part-time employees' children."
According to their findings, "Looking ahead to the projected make-up of
'Workforce 2000', there will be more and more women entering the paid labor
market." They also say that more men will look for part-time employment as
childrearing and family responsibilities become more of a joint undertaking.
"A major portion of this growth is expected in service-related professional
fields such as public accountancy. As a result, the demand for alternative work
schedules will grow in order to accommodate the needs of this changing
workforce."
The health care profession is another field striving to adapt to the needs of
today's professionals. Susan Munoz, Physical Therapy In-Patient Coordinator of
Sisters Hospital, said that "for the most part, physical therapists come to us as
new graduates, then marry, have a child, leave, and later come back on a per
diem basis where they work only two or three hours a week." She notes that per
diem workers receive no benefits.
"Most new moms want to come back on the weekends, but because we need
more help during the week than on weekends, we cannot always fully satisfy

"We're investigating methods
that wiil reduce the stress
created by competing
demands in professional &
personal lives. Part-time
workis one solution."

their needs."
Munoz qualifies part-time as a set number of hours worked, 37V2, in a twoweek pay period. She says that part-timers receive vacation time appropriate to
the number of hours worked. Currently, Sisters employs 12 full-time physical
therapists, two per diem and four part-timers.
"If our facility had more evening hours available," Munoz said, "it would be
more advantageous for our part-time and per diem employees. Right now,
however, we do not have the case load for evening hours. What we do need are
people to cover our full-time therapists during the week when they are on
vacation or when they are ill."

Professor Sharlene Buszka

Kuechler and Buszka expect the difference in wages and benefits between
part-time and full-time employees to narrow as part-time employment becomes
more common in professional fields and as companies recognize the competitive
advantage in attracting and retaining part-time staff. They propose that
companies "provide part-time staff with clear, challenging assignments and
consider offering some form of benefits."
To those who are seeking part-time employment they suggest, "Do your
homework by preparing a proposal that points out what your employer will gain
from such an arrangement and be flexible and willing to adapt to your
employer's needs."
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FACULTY NOTES

A SUMMARY OF
FACULTY AOWTITES
BY DEBORAH HOFFMAN, 76

DR. ELLEN C. BANKS, professor and chair of the psychology department, presented
a paper at the biennial meeting of the Society for Research in Child Development, held
in New Orleans in March. This project began in 1987 when Dr. Banks was in Malaysia,
preparing students from the area of Malay to enter college in the United States. Dr. Banks
independently researched her topics on the moral education curriculum and multilingual
preschools in Malaysia by visiting elementary and preschools in Malay and observing the
children within their educational and social environments.
Her paper, "Learning Values About Languages in the Multilingual Preschools of
Malaysia," describes how children acquire attitudes regarding language. While government
schools require the use of Bahasa Malaysia, the national language of Malay, English is a
compulsory subject. It is not uncommon for children, at an early age, to speak a minimum
of two languages. This is not considered difficult or specific to those of superior intelligence.
She believes this to be of interest to parents of preschool age children in the United States
because a multilingual environment tends to be perceived by many in this country as
unusual and is considered too difficult for young children to effectively learn and utilize
more than one langauge.
O utdoor w aterplay at St. Elizabeth's P reschool w h ere th e children in Dr. E llen Bank's research learn language skills.

ICEMEN TODAY
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DR. ELLEN C. BANKS
Her work, entitled "Moral Education in a
Multicultural Context: The Malaysian Primary

GEORGE E HARB, assistant professor of physical therapy,
presented two research projects at the American Physical
Therapy Association's 1993 Annual Conference. The abstracts of

Curriculum," is based upon her research of the

these works were published in the June '93 Journal o f Am erican

teaching of values within the multicultural

Physical Therapy.

environment of Malaysia. Dr. Banks notes that
Malaysia contains a "volatile mixture of ethnicities

The project, entitled "The Effect of Paraffin Bath Submersion
On Digital Blood Flow in Patients With Raynaud's Phenomenon,"

and religious groupings" due to immigration

details a study using a paraffin bath for clients with decreased

during its colonial past. In her paper, Dr. Banks

blood circulation to the fingers and the resulting increase of

describes the ten values around which moral

blood flow. This treatment has also been successful in treating

education is designed, such as cleanliness in
physical and mental aspects, consideration,
diligence, respect and fairness. Lessons are
presented to the children followed by a discus
sion during which they are asked to think of
examples relative to the type of moral lesson
described. They then responded, in the form
of play-acting. This curriculum is still in the
experimental stage.

arthritis and ulcers. Clients benefit from the added convenience
of home treatment and reduced expense.
The second presentation made by Professor Harb at the
conference was entitled "Sensory/Subsensory Threshold
Determination of M.E.N.S. A Study in Micro-Current Electrical
Neuromuscular Stimulation." Professor Harb, in collaboration
with Dr. Richard S. Cimbalo, professor of psychology at Daemen,
developed a definition of the sensory/subsensory threshold of
M.E.N.S. Harb and Cimbalo, along with co-authors D. Cortina
and W. Morgan, published the abstract of this work in the

Dr. Banks earn ed h er B.A. in psychology from
the State University o f N ew York at Buffalo and

Journal o f Am erican Physical Therapy, June 1993.

h er Ed.M . and Ed.D. from H arvard University.

physical therapy and psychology programs. His areas of expertise

Professor Harb has taught at Daemen since 1988 in both the
include the use of physical agents in vascular disease and pain
control. He is also instrumental in academic coordination of
clinical education development and physical agent treatment
applications in physical therapy.

P rofessor H arb has a B.S. in Physical Therapy from D aem en
C ollege. H e earn ed a M.S. in rehabilitation counseling from the
State University o f N ew York at Buffalo.
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DR. ROBERTA. MORACE, associateprofessor

DR. JOHND. PINSOF, assistant professor of natural

of English, enjoys researching contemporary British
fiction written by non-native authors such as Ben
Okri, Kazuo Ishiguro, Salman Rushdie and Timothy
Mo. Dr. Morace's interest in these writers is linked to
their use of style and elements characteristic to their
culture and their unique viewpoints on the western
world. He points out that these writers have
changed British fiction; even writers native to
Britain, such as Malcolm Bradbury, have recognized
the significance of their works.
During the summer of 1992, Dr. Morace received
a grant which enabled him to spend time in London
further researching this subject. His home away
from home, the British Museum, founded in 1753,
kept him in touch with tradition and helped him
develop an even greater appreciation for the British
experience.
Dr. Morace's essays on Donald Barthelme have
been published in R eview o f C ontem porary Fiction
and Critical Essays on D onald Barthelm e as well as
in "The Future of American Fiction" issue of ANQ.
Dr. M orace earn ed his B.A. an d M.S. from the
State University o f N ew York at Cortland. H e earn ed
h is Ph.D. from the University o f South Carolina,
concentrating on Late 19th Century Am erican
Literature.

sciences, shared his research data on "The Fossils of the
Ice Age" with the Niagara Frontier Relic Hunters
Association in April. This presentation focused on the
Hiscock site, a current dig site located outside of Byron,
New York. He detailed two specific sites representative of
the Ice Age: the Snake River in Idaho, which is the site
he researched for his dissertation, and the Hiscock site.
Dr. Pinsof, while completing his master's degree in
paleontology, summarized the entire Ice Age fossil record
of South Dakota. This project found him participating in
field work, speaking with ranchers and researching the
local museums as well as the State Survey Department.
Dr. Pinsof is currently preparing two manuscripts on
the animals of the Sangamon period. The first manuscript
is a collaboration with Dr. Joan Echols of East Texas State
University. This paper will be submitted to the Texas
Journal o f Science. The second manuscript, a summary of
all Sangamon period local faunas of North America, is to
appear in 1994 in a volume published through the Royal
Ontario Museum.
As part of his effort to bring knowledge of the Ice Age
to the 20th century, Dr. Pinsof is scheduled to teach a
community education course for the Amherst School
District during the fall. He will continue to participate in
fossil digs, such as the one scheduled at the Hiscock site,
this summer.
Dr. P in sof receiv ed h is B.S. from the University o f
Iow a an d h is M.S. from the South D akota S chool o f
M ines an d Technology. H e earn ed his Ph.D. in biology
from Id ah o State University.

DAEM EN TODAY
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DR. MARYLOURUSIN,professorandchairof

KEITHTAYLOR, assistant professor of physical

Daemen's nursing department, recently had her paper,

therapy, has been honored as a recipient of the 1993

"RN to BSN Curriculum Development: A Dynamic,

Dorothy Briggs Memorial Scientific Inquiry Award,

Centered Approach," published in Transforming RN
Education, a publication of the National League for

Electrically Induced Muscle Contractions of Post-

post-entry master's level, for the article "Effect of

Nursing. This paper stems from her June 1992 presen

traumatic Edema Formation in Frog Hind Limbs,"

tation held at the University of Wisconsin, Madison.

published in the February 1992 edition of Physical

Dr. Rusin moderated two educational sessions at the
1993 Neuman Systems Model Symposium sponsored by

Therapy. This award is presented for creativity in
development of research concept, proposal, research

the University of Rochester School of Nursing. The

design, and excellence in gathering and analyzing data

Daemen College Nursing Program is based on the Betty

and reporting results. The research is undertaken at the

Neuman theory which is an Open Systems Model. In this

student level and within three categories: bachelor's,

model the individual client is central. It recognizes that

master's and Ph.D. works. Professor Taylor's research

the client reacts to stressors on interpersonal, extra

was undertaken in an effort to provide insight into

personal and intrapersonal levels, and helps the client to

effective treatment of edema.

cope effectively with these stressors, to achieve the highest
level of wellness.

held at the 1993 APTA Annual Conference in

Her interest in research concerning anabolic steroid
abuse has led to many presentations focusing on the

Professor Taylor received his award at a luncheon
Cincinnati, Ohio on June 15. Attendees numbered
approximately 2,500 and included Jules Rothstein,

prevention of drug abuse. In October 1992, she presented

editor of Physical Therapy. In addition to his research,

a two-day seminar on "Anabolic Steroid Abuse" and

Professor Taylor, along with Professor Richard Johnston

"Educational Interventions" for the New Jersey Athletic

of Daemen College, regularly present workshops on

Association in conjunction with the Federal Bureau of

electrotherapy at various clinical sites throughout the

Investigation Drug Demand Reduction Program.

country. He is also active in the Elderhostel program at
the college.

Dr. Rusin, a nurse practitioner, earn ed a B.S. in
nursing, an M.S. in child health nursing an d an Ed.D.
from the University o f N ew York at Buffalo.
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P rofessor Taylor's B.S. an d M.S. w ere conferred by
the State University o f N ew York at Buffalo in physical
therapy an d exercise science. H e is presen tly a doctoral
candidate in anatomy, also at the University at Buffalo.

NOW MORE THAN EVER:
THE LIBERAL ARTS
TRADITION
BY DELIA McAULIFFE, '57
Twenty minutes into their Liberal Arts Colloquium, 18 animated freshmen
push and pull an idea in all directions. For weeks now, their instructor,
Dr. John B. Starkey, has alternately challenged and intrigued the students
by weaving art and music and literature through sweeping historical
movements. Socialism, anarchism and other isms come to life. Comments
bounce around the small classroom like ping pong balls;, some hitting hard,
others rolling softly toward understanding. Students are probing, making
connections, searching for the right words to shape their questions.
In another classroom, Dr. Denise G. Mills whets freshman curiosity by
asking: "What do you have in common with Spike Lee, Albert Einstein,
Cesar Chavez, Lee Iacocca and Amy Tan?" The question spins out into
weeks of discussion of racial/ethnic/religious groups making up the
American identity. Political cartoons, readings and film clips fuel discussion
and create flashes of insight that lead to unexplored alleys and byways. As
perceptions and stereotypes are examined and studied, discussions generate
more and more light, less heat.

"What doyou have in
common with Spike Lee,
Albert Einstein, Cesar
Chavez, Lee Iacocca and
Amy Tan?"

And freshmen acquire a sense of the depths and heights of Daemen's
long-standing liberal arts tradition.

THE DAEMEN ADVANTAGE
The required Liberal Arts Colloquium gives freshmen a valuable advantage.
' Newly arrived from high school, the students face many adjustments. Some
must make the transition from passive learning to active inquiry and discus
sion. Others need to shed the idea that knowledge is neatly compartmental
ized into separate periods in a day, as in a traditional high school schedule.

DAEMEN TODAY
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"Astudy of the liberal arts,
is critical to the human being
and to society." Dean Reedy
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"Our colloquiums help introduce freshmen to college life," says Dr.
Charles J. Reedy, Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean of the
college. "New students quickly become acquainted with the tradition of
scholarship, the give and take of discussion, and the excitement of
discovery.
"We help them discover the interrelatedness of knowledge," explains
Reedy, who chaired the committee which designed the Liberal Arts core
curriculum for the college. The Dean speaks with pride of the freshman
Liberal Arts Colloquium — or LAC — experience.
"The colloquium," he explains, "engages students in analysis and
debate. It becomes a place to acquire the habit of asking questions; a place
to explore the relationships and consequences of ideas. To see students
become engrossed in making connections between various subjects and
disciplines is a marvelous thing; they see how traditions and ideas and
cultures have an impact on other aspects of life."
Dean Reedy has been a long-time champion of the liberal arts tradition.
His academic background includes many years on staff in the Philosophy
and Religion department where he served as department chair. He also
chaired the Division of Humanities and Social Sciences and had been
president of the Faculty Senate.
Once in administration, the Dean enjoyed the give and take of informal
discussions and debates with college president, Dr. Robert S. Marshall.
Reedy's background in the humanities, and Dr. Marshall's in science created
spirited exchanges that looked at how values shape science and how
science shapes values in society.
"We realized that students don't always have an opportunity for this
kind of wide-ranging exchange, and we began to discuss a concept which
evolved into our present freshman colloquium."
Freshmen choose from several sections of the popular LAC's. Some of
the course titles are: "Creation: Myths, Origins and the Evolution of Life,"
"Ideas Have Consequences," "Media Ad-Vice," and "Film Types: Detectives
and Dangerous Women," a scholarly look at film types and their treatment
of gender and race.

LIBERAL ARTS IN THE AGE OF TECHNOLOGY?
"Studies in the Liberal Arts are critical to thinking and analytical skills,"
says Dean Reedy. "The wisdom of experience abides in the humanities,
and gives a special depth of understanding to the scientist, the accountant,
or the engineer.
"The liberal arts enhance our ability to learn how values are shaped
and why values are important. It is crucial to be exposed to literature,
philosophy, religious traditions and values through history, economics,
trends and movements. When you add to this mix the rigors of
compositions, the sciences and the arts, you have a powerful recipe for
shaping a student who lives both in his intellect and in his spirit."

LIFE AFTER THE FRESHMAN COLLOQUIUM
The liberal arts emphasis — threaded thoughout the four years — can be
traced to the college's inception in 1947 when it was founded with a vision
of excellence, and with the conviction that the individual can make a
difference in the world. As the college stretched and grew in new and
different directions, it was asked by the Middle States accrediting agency
to review its Mission Statement and goals.
Part of this reshaping involved a production committee, chaired by
Dean Reedy, which worked to blend career programs with the liberal arts.
As a result, the college offers a solid foundation of experiences in the
humanities, forming a required core curriculum of 45 academic hours.
"We saw this as almost a second major," says Dean Reedy. "All students,
whatever their major, ... biology, art, business ... achieve a valuable balance
between career programs and the humanities."
Daemen provides liberal arts courses in composition and literature,
history and government, religion and philosophy, sociology and economics.
Students add psychology, math, science and electives to the blend as they
continue to examine the values and visions of mankind. As sophomores,
juniors, and seniors, they expand their appreciation of classic works of art
and literature, the influence of history, and the achievements of science;
they develop more precision in writing and speaking.

Committee members who developed the core curriculum fleshed out
this statement of philosophy, blending the traditional liberal arts experience
with the needs of the modern person:

If the history o f human experience has taught us anything, it is that
change not only abides; it is relentless. Most societies have had to deal with
change; the same may be said for individuals. Many graduates will change
their professional vocations over time, and the wisdom o f experience which
is the goal o f liberal education provides a good basis for understanding
these changes.
Kurt Vonnegut

TEACHERS AND LEARNERS
Dean Reedy is pleased to have hired faculty members from some of
America's most respected universities to staff the liberal arts courses, as
well as other college disciplines. A relatively new faculty member from the
University of Chicago, for example, offers an exciting freshman colloquium
which examines historical influences that have swirled around scientific
thought and change through the ages. This meshing of history and science
is unique to an undergraduate program.
Stephen Could

Daemen's commitment to the humanities does not end at the edges of
campus. In keeping with its tradition to reach out to the wider community,
the college has sponsored campus lectures by nationally known figures
such as Kurt Vonnegut, Stephen Gould, Mortimer Adler and others.
Speakers drew major audiences and generated both debate and
contemplation.
An emphasis on the liberal arts has been a part of Daemen's history
from the very beginning. It is like a beloved and comfortable family
member; never to be abandoned. The humanities tradition will continue
to be cherished and valued by faculty, students, and proud graduates.
"A study of the liberal arts," says Dean Reedy, "is critical to the human

M ortim er A d ler
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being and to society."

ACADEMIC RESOURCE
CENTER ON THE
BY DELIA McAULIFFE '57
It's a busy place. Walk through the large Academic
Resource Center on the first floor of Canavan Hall and
you'll see students engrossed in their computer work.
You'll hear only the gentle clicking of keyboards as they
write and revise term papers, enter data, or create
graphic designs.
But the computer center, the most visible component,
represents only part of the student services offered by the
Academic Resource Center. Director Christopher F. Wilson
oversees placement testing, a process that helps determine
a new student's strengths and needs especially in writing,
reading and math. The department offers non-credit
courses designed to help students polish their skills and
boost their confidence. Programs in study skills and
English grammar are available through computer assisted
instruction (CAI) courses.

WRITING
"Some CAI software is excellent," said Wilson, "but
Daemen has moved toward instructor based courses for
students who need or desire intensive help in a particular
area. That's because," he explained, "computer programs
reinforce grammar and usage, but writing is best learned
in a setting where students write."
For the last six years, developmental writing has been
offered through the English department, but its home
base now is the Academic Resource Center. Here, writing
is taught by Dr. Richard Long, an expert on emerging
writing technologies.

"Just as levers, pulleys, bulldozers
and other machines freed us from
lifting and moving heavy weights,
computers free users from the
tedium of calculations, arithmetic,
and the retyping ofpages and
pages," said Wilson.
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"The computer makes revision and editing so much faster
and easier. In that way, it's a high-tech typewriter," said Dr.
Long. "No longer does a student need to retype a whole page
because of an error. And rather than having to roll the carriage
back to type a footnote number, a student can have the
computer place the number. To many students, the computer
has magically eliminated much of the labor of writing."
Dr. Long said that computer technology has also created a
whole new way of writing. For example, in his writing classes,
he uses an interactive writing program that allows him to
collaborate on his computer with a writer who is composing on
another computer. He and the student can exchange comments
or questions about focus, clarity, revision or word choice right
on the screen.
"In time," added Dr. Long, "everyone will be writing in
computer spaces, and the text we write and read will be
radically different from those being written in traditional
classrooms. Hypertext, for instance, will free both writer and
reader from the linear progression through a text."
Dr. Richard Long, Writing Coordinator and Assistant
Director o f the Academ ic R esource Center.

EASE OF ACCESS
"I feel very good about the number of computers available to
our students," Wilson said. "When I was doing graduate work
in computer science, it would have been impossible to finish my
program unless I had a machine at home. So I can appreciate
how important it is to be able to schedule time on a computer
on campus, and I'm pleased with the number of students per
computer at Daemen."
At any time, it is not unusual to see close to 50 students at
Macintoshes and PCs in the Academic Resource Center. State-ofthe-art computers for student use are also available in separate
departments such as business and nursing.

AN ARTIST'S TOOL
Many departments incorporate computer work into the fabric of
their courses. Graphic design, for example, is almost entirely
dependent on the Macintosh. Graphic designers throughout the
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industry use the Mac to replace the tedious days of T-squares
and layout boards, cutting and pasting. Students learn the
amazingly fast and intricate possibilities of computer design
and implementation. For today's graphic artist, the stroke of a
computer key sends tape, glue and X-acto knives to oblivion.
Other art courses taught in the Academic Resource Center
include Computer Rendering, a required course for art majors,
along with Publication Design and the Computer, and Desktop
Publishing.

SCIENCE AND MATH
Can you imagine dissecting a frog without using a frog? Dr.
Robert Gunther has developed a computer program for his
physiology students which allows them to do just that. Dr.
Gunther's program, which has recently been acquired by an
educational publisher, is designed to help students better
understand how the nervous system works.
Through his step-by-step computer program, students can
take a nerve from a frog, hook it to a pair of electrodes, set the
voltage, click on the power and deliver the voltage. On screen,
students see the response on an oscilloscope, write down their
data, and print out results at the end of the experiment. The
computer program mirrors the actual process of how nerves
respond to stimuli, and as Gunther's sometimes whimsical
program indicates, nary a frog has to give up his life.
Another Daemen scientist/computer person is Dr. Kathleen
E. Murphy, chairperson of the natural and health sciences
division. Dr. Murphy coordinates all sections of the extensive
Chemistry 110 course which is taken by all physical therapy
and natural science students.
Several chemistry assignments are tied to the computer,
replicating the reality of today's modern lab. In the fall, students
enter chemistry lab data into a spreadsheet where the results
are calculated. They learn to import spreadsheets into a word
processing program where they write lab reports. By spring,
students become quite proficient and perform more complex
experiments working with computer forms of acids and bases
and entering volumes and weights in order to understand
chemical reactions.

"The microcomputer is an
essential tool for allpotential
science and alliedhealth majors"
says Dr. Kathleen E. Murphy,
chairperson of the natural and
health science division.
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Students learn to have the computer do the lengthy calcu
lations inherent in such work. This could be done on paper, of
course, but Dr. Murphy requires that students learn what the
computer is capable of doing.
"Dr. Murphy's chemistry-computer connection puts Daemen
out front in this area," said Chris Wilson.

PAVING THE WAY...
"There are many things," said Wilson, "that students would not
have done without the computer. Statistics, for example, involves
large sets of data. Until the advent of the computer, it was
impractical to ask students to run lengthy calculations which
could take hours."
With computers as an ally, students can focus on concepts
and principles without being dragged down by the tedium of
time-consuming calculations. While the computer handles
routine arithmetic, complicated principles open up to learners
and help pave the way to greater understanding.

... TOWARD THE FUTURE
The computer center of the Academic Resource Center brings
students to the cutting edge of technology that is shaping the
work of the future. It provides a decided advantage to students
in all departments as they write, calculate, and open doors to a
better understanding of scientific principles and applications.
"Just as levers, pulleys, bulldozers and other machines freed
us from lifting and moving heavy weights, computers free users
from the tedium of calculations, arithmetic, and the retyping of
pages and pages," said Wilson. "Computers allow students to
tackle problems not possible before. They can concentrate on
concepts without being bogged down and wearied by
mechanics."
Daemen's computer center, quiet but for the familiar clicking
of keyboards, is an important campus hub; one that helps to
launch students into their future careers.
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ENROLLMENT SPIRALS
UPWARD
BY DELIA McAULIFFE '57
Daemen is enjoying its highest enrollment in history. The college has
consistently grown and expanded, even during years of nationwide
economic stress and uncertainty. While an economic malaise was
threatening the very existence of many private colleges and forcing others
to trim budgets and cut staffs, Daemen enjoyed an upward spiral which
continues today.
"Our goal has never changed," said Maria P. Dillard, Director of
Enrollment Management. "Some colleges found it necessary to decrease
their anticipated number of new students during the most difficult years.
Daemen's target number has remained steady each year at 475. We have
always surpassed that goal, and have enrolled over 500 each fall during
the last three years."
Eighteen states and seven foreign countries are represented on campus.
For some students, home is as far away as Asia — the result of Daemen's
active recruitment efforts on that continent. Most students, however, hail
from a closer geographic mix, including Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
Ontario, Canada. Western New Yorkers are especially attracted to this
vigorous collegiate community right in their own backyard.

SECRETS OF SUCCESS
Reasons for Daemen's burgeoning success will not be found in
sophisticated philosophies or economic manifestos. Look instead at
basic foundation stones such as the pursuit of academics, friendliness,
service to others, and a strong cooperative education component.
• Incoming freshmen and transfer students alike are attracted by the
college's highly credentialed faculty and the 15:1 student-faculty ratio.
Personal attention from superior instructors is a winning indicator of
academic success, attracting many to Daemen's pastoral campus. Academic
strength in all disciplines has lifted the college to an enviable pinnacle.
Daemen is the most dynamic small college in all western New York.
• Daemen's legendary friendliness easily draws prospective students
into the college family. A very personal warmth greets the inquiring high
school student, the incoming freshman, the transfer student.

"As
adepartment,
we take a close look
at ourprocess and
function," said Dillard.
"Two or three times a
year, we hold brain
storming sessions
where we tear things
apart andput them
together again..."
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Ms. Dillard speaks proudly of a caring Admissions staff. "There's a
tremendous team spirit here. All of our Admissions people are very
student-centered, and they make sure that newcomers don't get lost in
the shuffle, as they might in larger institutions.
"We do our best to make students feel at home. They feel accepted.
Imagine," she said, "the plight of a student from another country and
culture. He needs to know how to use a telephone, how to buy his books
at the bookstore, how to shop for groceries. Helping him over all these
hurdles is just the Daemen way."
• Daemen has a strong and neighborly presence in the western New
York community. Regularly the college reaches out to invite residents to
share in programs and information. For example, the Admissions depart
ment presents financial aid workshops for local parents, regardless of where
their children will attend college. Staffers give presentations at local high
schools on career decisions, time management and related topics. When
national speakers are brought to the college, every parking area on the
37-acre campus is filled to overflowing.
• Extending help to neighbors in need is another Daemen characteristic;
one which appeals to many students and harkens back to the college's
original roots in Franciscan philosophy. The philosophy suggests that it is
the obligation of an educated person to give something back to the com
munity. The Community Service Department is a magnet for students who
volunteer their energy and time in many ways. They participate in food and
clothing drives for Buffalo's needy; they conduct fund-raisers and
participate in activities designed to make life a little better for our
neighbors. These are year-long efforts, not confined solely to holiday
seasons.
Community service in the larger sense is also encouraged and becomes
part of the fabric of Daemen life. As graduates take their places in various
careers, they look for opportunities to contribute to the state, national, or
global community.
• Another area which makes Daemen the college of choice is its
popular cooperative education program which provides student internships
in many fields. Co-ops offer a unique way for students to learn on-the-job,
to gain real-world experience, and also to earn some money. Unlike other
colleges which offer co-op experience only for upper classmen in select
areas, Daemen students from any field of study and any year can request a
co-op placement.

LET US KNOW WHAT YOU'VE BEEN UP TO!
Help keep us and your classmates up to date with the latest happenings in your
life — appointments, promotions, moves, marriages, births, retirements, and the
like. Simply fill out the other half of this card and mail it back to the College. We
are eager to hear from you, so send us any news that is fit to print. We are very
interested in photographs as well.
Thank you.
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"Co-op experiences help in the decision-making process" said Ms.
Dillard. "After working the the field, students are better able to decide if
this is the right career for them."
The Horizons 2000 program is another plus found at Daemen. It was
designed to help students who are not sure about their area of study. The
program's forte is personal attention. Staff members present and explain
many fields and options, provide advice, conduct career development
seminars, and generally assist with decision-making.

LEGACY SCHOLARSHIP
REMINDER FOR ALUMS! Daemen
College awards a Legacy Scholar
ship of $1,000 per year to the
children of alumni. During the past
academic year, many students took
advantage of this program.

A WINNING COMBINATION
A competent mix of energetic recruitment, dedication to students, longrange planning, advertising and promotion account for the successful
mission of the large Admissions department. Assisting Ms. Dillard are
an associate director, assistant director, advertising manager, six counselors
and four support staff. A cozy parlor-like room complements the
Admissions offices where parents and prospective students can talk
privately, pursue material, watch a Daemen videotape, talk with a
counselor, or just relax.
"As a department, we take a close look at our process and function,"
said Dillard. "Two or three times a year, we hold brainstorming sessions
where we tear things apart and put them together again, sometimes in a
different way. We try to be open to new approaches, new ideas."
This willingness to bend and stretch, to value the input of younger
staff members, and to remain open to fresh ideas is surely one of the
secrets of Daemen's growth and success. These qualities make Daemen
more than a place to be; it is a place to become.

In order to apply, inform the
Office of Enrollment Management
that you are eligible for the Legacy
Scholarship.

AUDITNG COURSES
Alumni are encouraged to take
advantage of our course auditing
policy. There is no fee charged
for auditing courses; however,
acceptance in a course depends
upon space availability and
permission of the instructor.
The procedure is to obtain a
"Permission to Audit" form from
the Registrar, bring it to the
Institutional Advancement (Alumni
Office), Duns Scotus 108, for
approval and attend the first class.
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SUMMERIME!
DAEMEN CAMPUS IS HOME
BY BRENDA ROSEN

SUMMERFARE!
PRODUCTION
1993-94
DAEMEN
LUTLE THEATRE

For the past three years, Summerfare has been the resident theater
company of Daemen College. Shortly after Mary Kate O'Connell and
Randall Kramer became partners in the production company, Rosalind
Cramer, chair of the drama department at Daemen College, invited them
to produce for the Daemen stage. The result was David Shire and Richard
Maltby's musical review, "Closer Than Ever." Buffalo native David Shire,
the Broadway and Hollywood lyricist/composer, flew in from Los Angeles
to attend the show. The Summerfare production was a hit, and the

THE KATHY AND

relationship between Summerfare and Daemen College has grown from

MOE SHOW

there. This year, Frank Balcerzak, Daemen's vice president for business

September / October '93

affairs, joined the Board of Directors of Summerfare. Summerfare, with
Daemen College as co-sponsor, stages its musicals at the Catherine Cornell

CINDERELLA
November / December '93

Theater at UB during the summer, and sometimes uses other theaters in
the area when a particular show needs a larger stage.
Ms. O'Connell, executive director and Daemen College alumna, has
been in theater for over twenty years. Kramer, artistic director, trained as a

THE DECLINE AND FALL

classical pianist, but decided that performing before an audience was more

OF THE ENTIRE WORLD

fun than practicing alone five hours a day. Both had worked in New York,

AS SEEN THROUGH THE

and each decided that family and home life were more important than

EYES OF COLE PORTER
January '94

Broadway glitz. After some years of working separately, they decided to
join forces and were the first to bring the Broadway hit "Nunsense" to the
Buffalo area.
Most of Summerfare's musicals are staged on campus at the Daemen

GROUCHO,
A LIFE IN REVIEW
April '94

Little theater, and the building is used for rehearsals and set design for
all their shows.
Ms. O'Connell recognizes the advantages of working on a stage as
intimate as that of the Daemen Little Theatre. Broadway shows tend to
become spectaculars on a large stage. She finds that working on a smaller
stage is much more of a challenge. There is a need to get back to the basics
of the story. The approach tends to be "simpler, more direct, to keep the
message clear." Since there is no rewriting of a script and score, cast and
crew are forced to work more creatively.
Kramer and Ms. O'Connell's priority is to bring new and exciting shows
to Buffalo. Though most known for musicals, they occasionally produce
dramas. Regardless of the theatrical form, they know that, to the theater-
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going public, Summerfare has become synonymous with the highest
standards of quality, brought to the community at a reasonable price.
In line with the producers' philosophy, Summerfare also believes in
giving back to the community. In addition to the fund-raiser for the
Daemen College Associates , (the critically acclaimed "Side by Side by
Sondheim"), they have also given benefit performances for the Rosa Coplon
Home, Ronald McDonald House, The Food Bank of Western New York, and
Renaissance House. This summer, one performance of "A Chorus Line,"
which opens in July, will benefit Aids Family Service. Summerfare has also
presented "highlight performances" to groups of Elderhostelers that have
come to Daemen College under the auspices of the Daemen College
Conference Office. Plans are in the making for Summerfare and Ms.
Cramer to co-produce a project that includes Ms. Cramer's students, to
debut early next winter. Based on the qualities each has to bring to this
project, it will be something worth watching for.
During the summer months, Summerfare maintains an internship
program, allowing high school and college students interested in theater to
have the opportunity to work backstage in return for acting, singing and
dancing lessons. This program has the added benefit of keeping strong ties
to the younger members of the community as well as giving them practical
experience in professional theater that would be difficult to get otherwise.
For the first time in their four-year history, Summerfare is about to
embark on a subscription series. The 1993-1994 season will premier at
Daemen Theater with "The Kathy and Moe Show." In November, Roger and
Hammerstein's "Cinderella" will be on the Daemen stage, followed by "The
Decline and Fall of the Entire World As Seen Through The Eyes of Cole
Porter," in January. Kramer calls this "a witty, sophisticated look at the
acerbic Cole Porter." April will bring "Groucho, A Life in Review." Groucho
Marx and the Marx Brothers will be featured, and the show will include
all of the famous Marx Brothers' songs. Two of the subscription series'
musicals will be shown at the Pfeiffer Theater downtown, because a larger
stage is required. These are "A Little Night Music" and "Hair," to come in
early summer, 1994.
There are two pricing structures for subscription series tickets. The
straight six-show series will sell for $75. There is also an opening night
special, which will include a champagne reception with the cast. The price
for the special opening night subscription series tickets will be $100 for all
six shows.
For further information on any of the shows, or for the subscription
series, call 839-8540.

SPECIAL EVENTS

NOWAKS HONORED

"I am honored but
there are so many
others in this
room who have
served western
New York so long
and so well..."
HenryJ. Nowak

The Nowaks's accept the President's Award, pictured h ere with their children, D iane and H enry.

"This year's dinner was a tremendous success," states Mary Jo Hunt, chair
of the President's Scholarship Dinner Committee. "We raised over $20,000 for
scholarships while honoring a couple who have really made a difference in
western New York."
Daemen's 19th annual scholarship dinner was established to recognize
individuals who have distinguished themselves in community service, business
and higher education. "It is rare to find individuals who have made their mark
in all three, but that is exactly what the Nowaks have done," explains Ms. Hunt.
The Nowaks have recently returned to Buffalo after serving in Washington,
DC for 17 years. During that time, Rep. Nowak was the Democratic congressman
from New York's 33rd District. Mrs. Nowak served on the Children's Television
Workshop and the Task Force Against Sex and Violence on TV.
Rep. Nowak, a longtime Daemen Board of Trustee's member, was instrumen
tal in many of the area's building and transportation projects. As a member of
the House of Representative's Public Works Committee, his involvement was
evident in such projects as the Metro Rail Transit System, the high tech Elm-Oak
Arterial Corridor, the Bird Island Pier and the Father Baker Bridge. He has set
the stage for continued development in the part of the state he calls home.
The scholarships funded as a result of this event are awarded to incoming
freshmen of any major who exhibit high academic potential. This determination
is based on high school grades, class rank and standardized test scores.
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JUNE BRINGS THE DAEMEN
GOLF CLASSIC
The Annual Daemen Golf Classic was held June 14, 1993 at the Park
Country Club. This year's event, chaired by Brian J. Lipke, again proved
that Daemen alumni and friends look forward to the golf classic. Over
$23,000 was raised, due to the efforts of planning committee members,
Gerald Bogacz, Phillip J. Bund, Richard Day, Lou Ebert, Tom Jambro, James
Kulach, John J. Larry, Arthur A. Russ, Jr., Paul Santucci and Rob Williams.

Brian Lipke, receives a Perrier print thanking him for chairing this year's committee.
(L to R) Lipke, Paul Santucci, Robert S. Marshall, Gerald Bogacz, and Peter H unt.
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DAEMEN GOLF CLASSIC CORPORATE SPONSORS
Adelphia Cable Communications
Almeter-Barry Construction
Management, Inc.
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of W.N.Y.
Buffalo Audio Visual Services, Inc.
Chase Lincoln First Bank, N.A.
Davis Plumbing Supply, Inc.
Dopkins & Company, C.P.A.
M. Falgiano Construction Co., Inc.
Financial Recoveries, Inc.
Fire Safety Systems
Forster Sheeran Enterprises, Inc.'
Fox & Company, C.P.A.
G.C.F., Inc.
Gibraltar Steel Corporation
Gorenflo's Buffalo Wholesale
Lock Co., Inc.
The Holling Press, Inc.
Hy-Grade Distributors, Inc.
Iroquois Energy Management, Inc.

MARK YOUR
CALENDAR!
Next year's golf
tournament is
scheduled for
June 13,1994.
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Jaeckle, Fleischmann & Mugel
KEX/Copysource
LASH Corporation
Lawley Service, Inc.
Lumsden & McCormick, C.P.A.
Mader Construction Corporation
Matthews, Bartlett &
Dedecker, Inc.
MidCity Office Equipment, Inc.
Morris Protective Service, Inc.
R. P. Morrow Associates, PC.
Joseph E. Neubert Roofing, Inc.
Pepsi-Cola/Buffalo
Security Credit Systems
Select Cleaners & Window Fashions
Service Glass Company
Shearson Lehman Brothers
Sorrento Cheese Company, Inc.
D. L. Schwab Service, Inc.
Sysco Food Services - Jamestown

DAEMEN GOLF CLASSIC DONORS OF PRIZES
AAA of Western New York
Applebee's Restaurant
Asa Ransom House
Bing's Restaurant
Bob-O-Links Golf Course
Brand Names
Buffalo Bills
Buffalo Hilton
Buffalo Marriott
Buffalo Sabres
Budget Car & Truck Rental
Burger King
Business First
Glen Campbell Chevrolet, Inc.
Cellular One
Chick-n-Pizza Works
Coachman's Inn
Country Breads & More
Country Kitchen
Richard Day
Delta Airlines
Delta Sonic
J.H. Dodman Co., Inc.
Erickson Switch
Figurehead Salon
First Federal Savings &
Loan Assoc, of Rochester
Four Seasons Restaurants
Gibraltar Steel Corporation
Grapevine Restaurant
Leonard Greenfield
Ilio DiPaolo's Restaurant

Innovative Chemical Corporation
Loughran's Club and Restaurant
Jimmy Mac's
Keystone Kelly's Restaurant
Brian J. Lipke
Charles Lumsden
Macaroni Company
Macke Business Products
Robert S. Marshall
MidCity Office Equipment, Inc.
Nixon, Hargrave, Devans & Doyle
Billy Ogden's
Orffeo Printing Co., Inc.
Parkside Lanes, Inc.
RMF Business Forms, Inc.
Ricci's Roma Italian Restaurant
Rigoletto's Restaurant
Romanello's Roseland
Salvatore's Italian Restaurant
Samuel's Grand Manor
Scherer's Jewelers, Inc.
Schimschack's Restaurant
Sheraton Inn — Airport
Spaghetti Warehouse
Fred Stanfield Budget Office Furniture
Stereo Advantage
Stovroff & Taylor Travel, Ltd.
Swing-In-Time
Travelers Plan Administration
WBEN
WJYE-Joy 96 FM
Wayside Family Restaurant

ALUMNI NEWS

ALUMNI AHAIRS
DEAR ALUMNI,
I hope you enjoyed the Mega Reunion. As the
highlight of the Mega Reunion, the Daemen
College Alumni Association rededicated Schenck
Lounge. Renamed the Alumni Lounge, it stands
as a tribute to the fine students, past, present
and future of Daemen College.

ALUMNI BOARD
OF GOVERNORS
1993-94
President
Robert Ciepiela, '85

Throughout the year, the Alumni Associ
ation planned activities to raise the money
needed to refurbish the lounge. We're nearly
there! This could not have been accomplished
without your support and the hard work of the Alumni Association! The
remaining funds will be raised during the 1993-94 academic year, fulfilling

President-Elect
Melanie Piech, '90
Recording Secretary
Jeanne Honneger
Strapason, '85

our two-year commitment to the college. We need to complete this pledge.
We will look to you for support with our Annual Phon-A-Thon in late fall.
You can expect to hear from us.
We are also busy with other activities. This past year we have had very
successful children's parties. Judging from last year, these events will once
again be great activities for the family. They just keep getting better every
year. (Both the parties and the alums!!!)
The Alumni Association will again sponsor one-day workshops. We
have heard your requests and promise to continue these developmental
workshops. Hope to see you at our first workshop in September on Career
Development.
The new academic year will bring fresh challenges. One of our most
important goals this year is to see that the alumni keep in touch with the
school and each other. At our first meeting, we will discuss a Class Agent
Program, in order to do just this.
You may have the feeling that we are "enthusiastically busy." WE ARE!!!
There is never a dull moment at our meetings or activities. The Alumni

Corresponding Secretary
Gail Marchese, '86
Treasurer
Valerie DiPasquale, '89
Caroline Hassett Buerk
(Honorary), '59
Marsha Bernhard, '89
Kevin Brown, '90
Robert Cole, '87
David Emhof, '85
Deborah Sepcht
Gardon, '77
James Gardon, '77
Carol Golyski, '73

Association has doubled in size within the last two years; why stop there?

Rita A. Johnson, '81

New people bring new, wonderful ideas. I look forward to seeing ALL of

Richard Luke, '76

you at our meetings. (Second Thursday every month, Wick Board Room.)

Casey J. Ronas, '88

See you there!

Pamela B. Schenkel, '83
Jessica A. Wiatrowski, '90

Robert E. Ciepiela
President, Alumni Association
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COMMENCEMENT '93
WELCOME NEWEST ALUMNI!
Daemen's 42nd academic year drew to a close on May 15, 1993 with the
commencement ceremonies at Kleinhans Music Hall. Cloudy skies gave
way to sun as 257 graduating seniors and their families arrived at
Graduation 1993!
Irv Weinstein, news director of Buffalo's WKBW-TV, delivered the
commencement address. Choosing anecdotes from his own career, he
cautioned graduates to avoid certain pitfalls (such as, "If your caller
identifies himself as Peter Jennings, don't answer, 'Oh sure you are!' ") as
they begin their careers. His address entitled, "Get Ready, Get Set, Go"
established a celebratory mood for the graduates' big day.
After each graduate had walked across the stage, often to family and
friends' gleeful shouts of congratulations, several graduates were singled
out for awards. The President's Medal was awarded to Chi Vo, B.S. in
business administration, in recognition of his "outstanding record of
leadership and accomplishment." Chi, a native of Qui Hhon, Vietnam,
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served as a peer counselor while enrolled in Daemen's Higher Education
Opportunity Program. The James J. Oddy Award was presented to Margaret
A. Reddien. The Oddy Award, the college's most prestigious academic
award, is presented to the graduate with the highest cumulative grade

COMMENCEMENT

AWARDS ' >

: '

Pictured at far left:

point. Ms. Reddien, who received a B.S. in nursing, maintained a 3.94
average.

The James J. Oddy Award is presented

The Mary Angela Canavan Award is presented annually to the graduate

to graduate Margaret A. Reddien (left)

who "has demonstrated both dedication to and enthusiasm for the improve

by Board of Trustee secretary Caroline

ment of campus life." Named for Mary Angela Canavan, President Emeritus
of Daemen College, this year's award recognized Dana Bookbinder for her

H. Buerk.
Chi Vo receives the President's Medal.

numerous activities and efforts on behalf of student activities, events, and
groups. Ms. Bookbinder received a B.S. in physical therapy.
The Alumni Association Award was presented to a student who has

Amy Jo Lango, Student Association
president, presents the Mary Angela

spent four years on the Dean's List, received recognition for her Commu

Canavan Award to graduate Dana L.

nity Service activities, and was listed in the most recent edition of "Who's

Bookbinder (left).

Who in American College Students." Noting that she "embodies the know
ledge, compassion and insight one finds in a leader," Alumni president
Robert E. Ciepiella presented the award to Kelly-Jo Robbins. Ms. Robbins,
also the president and a founding member of Psi Xi Omicron, a community

Alumni Association president Robert
E. Ciepiella presents the Alumni
Senior Award to graduate Kelly-Jo
Robbins.

service sorority, received a B.F.A. in graphic design.
To our new graduates we say, "good-bye and good luck!"

ATTENTION:
NEW GRADUATES
This is your formal invitation to join
our Alumni Association. We meet the
second Thursday of each month in the
Executive Board Room in Wick Center
at 7:30 pm. We are involved in a
number of projects during the year
and heed committee members, new
input, and a small portion of your
tipie to be successful.
Plans for Fall '93 include a phonathon, career* development workshop,
Alumni Night with the Sabres & the
Children's Christmas Party.
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BONNIE JOHANNA GISEL
BY ROBERT MACRE, '84

"I canonly hint at
how profoundly
my BFA and MFA
have affected my
work. The study
of art developed
a keen sense of
observation... "
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The Daemen Alumni Association recently heard from Bonnie Johanna
Gisel (BFA, 1970). The mother of 13-year-old Nikolaus, Bonnie now lives
in Madison, New Jersey.
She is currently a candidate for the ordained ministry in the Presby
terian Church (U.S.A.), Presbytery of Genesee Valley. Her recent activities
include coordinating a symposium entitled "Conceptualizing Nature." This
symposium was sponsored by the Graduate Student Association of Drew
University.
"I can only hint at how profoundly my BFA and MFA have affected my
work," she said. "The study of art developed a keen sense of observation
and perception, and added a deep understanding of nature." Bonnie has
also completed a master of divinity degree at Harvard University.
At the present time, Bonnie is preparing for her Ph.D. comprehensive
examinations. She began studying at Drew as a Merit Scholar in September,
1990, and plans to complete her Ph.D. in May, 1995. "I am researching the
history of our current ecological crisis, and the development of a contem
porary Christian response to that crisis," Bonnie added.
She is looking forward to her ordination in the Presbyterian Church
(U.S.A.), and to teaching American Religious History.

MEGA REUNION '93

MEET OUR DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI
Each reunion brings with it the recognition of one
special alumna or alumnus. Mega Reunion '93 was
no exception. The 1993 Distinguished Alumni Award
was presented to Joanne Senall, '63 who has made
significant contributions in the area of gerontology. .
After receiving her BS in Social Work, Joanne
earned her MS in Gerontological Counseling from
Niagara University. Joanne has been involved with
various organizations, including the Erie County Foster
Grandparent Program, the Cantalician Center, the West
Seneca Developmental Center, and Children's Hospital.
She also served as the Niagara County director of the
National Foster Grandparent Program. During this
time, Joanne worked with intergenerational issues and
matched grandparents with special needs children.
Presently, Joanne is director of the National
Senior Companion Program, Niagara County. This
organization matches frail elderly with well seniors. By

Joanne Senall, (right) D istinguished Alum na 1993.

combining the effort of agencies such as the American
Cancer Society, Catholic Charities, the New York

(C.A.S.E.), Neighborhood Housing Advisory Council,

Department of Social Services, the Niagara Oncology

and the Western New York Interagency Committee.

Association, and the Department of Public Health,

She is the regional representative to the National

the National Senior Companion Program helps enrich

Association of Senior Companion Program Directors, a

seniors' lives. The terminally ill, the emotionally ill, the

representative to the United Way Agencies Committee,
serves as the secretary of her parish council, and is a

visually impaired, and those lonely and frail are her
clients. Most are 85 years and older, with the eldest
being 103!
Joanne recently received the Tops/Niagara Gazette
Community Leadership Award. She was also one of
three program directors in the nation chosen to work

Eucharistic Minister and lector.
In addition to her commitment to her professional
associations and responsibilities, Joanne and her
husband, Joseph, have raised four sons — Joseph,
Jeffrey, John, and James.

with University of Maryland gerontologists to address

Although she has never left western New York,

issues of aging and disseminate the resulting findings

Joanne Senall's work has had a national impact on

to program directors across the county.
Joanne currently belongs to the American Counsel

improving the quality of life for our elderly. It is with
great pride and admiration that we honor Joanne

ing Association, Human Services Committee of Niagara

Senall as the recipient of the Distinguished Alumni

County, Coalition of Agencies in Service to the Elderly

Award on the thirtieth anniversary of her graduation.
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MEGA REUNION '93

DEAR FELLOW ALUMS:
MEGA-REUNION
The idea and early
planning came from a
Rosary Hill grad.
All the hard work, details,
and perfect organization
were carried out by
Daemen grads.
A truly remarkable and
memorable weekend.
A truly unique time in our
college's history.

As co-chair, along with Sue Gentile, of Mega Reunion '93, I would have
to say: It was quite an experience. The campus has changed, but it is still
the same in many ways. The college's first twenty years built a tradition
of excellence on a campus filled with love and nurturing. This was done
under the leadership of Sister M. Angela Canavan, a woman ahead of
her time.
During its second 20 years, and under the leadership of Dr. Robert S.
Marshall, the school continues its tradition of excellence. We now have our
first master's program. The number of campus buildings has increased.
Despite the difficult economy, Daemen College is in excellent financial
condition. The recent graduates talk of the same loving, nurturing
environment, as evidenced by student involvement in community service.
At the Mega Reunion Dinner, Dr. Marshall presented a Lifetime
Achievement and Excellence Award to Sr. M. Angela Canavan. His
presentation speech characterized her as a strong woman, a leader with
administrative skills and charisma, who succeeded in founding a special
college. He went on to extoll her total committment to Daemen, and her
dedication to our mission, past, present and future.
The following morning, Sister Angela spoke at brunch. She took
command and said, "I live on campus with four communities of nuns.
We are very happy. Dr. Marshall sees to it that the college takes good care
of all of our needs. And, I love seeing my campus expand."
On behalf of the sisters and early faculty she asks us to support the
traditions and all of her efforts. Her wish is for all the alumni to support
the school and work together as the college's reputation grows.
The first Mega Reunion brought alums from all over the country. Some
came alone; some came with spouses and some came with children. There
was time to share life stories. It was soothing, uplifting, loving and accept
ing. No matter what our background, we all had a shared past.
Something special happened this weekend. We older alums clung to
our past and our stories, but our hearts were captured by the young. I was
convinced that there was no identity crisis — our family is Daemen College.
Thank you Daemen for all the memories.
With pride and love,,
Kathee O'Shaughnessy Bentley 71
Chair, Mega Reunion
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MEGA REUMON BRINGS
C
FRIENDS & MEMORIES
i TOGETHER
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MEGA REUNION '93

Out o f town arrivals begin their reunion day.
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MEGA REUNION '93

PHI BETA GAMMA
HONORED
On behalf of the Brothers of Phi Beta Gamma, Daemen
College President Dr. Robert S. Marshall accepted a plaque
recognizing the fraternity's twenty-five years of service on
campus. The Brothers have helped strengthen and improve
the education, campus and community service at Daemen
College and were acknowledged during the Anniversary
Dinner of the Mega Reunion.
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THANKS TO THE
MEMBERS OF THE
MEGA REUNION
Hours of hard work
and dedication were
required for a
MEGA-SUCCESS.
Bill Arnold
Robert Ciepiela
Michael Civisca
Valerie Kern DiPasquale
Michael Farley
Brenden Gannon
Kevin Gannon
Suzanne Cassia Gentile,
Co-Chair
Linda Horton
Jeanne Walter Lowiec
Gail Marchese
Paul P. Marrano
Dori McGuire
Paul Newman
Dan Quartironi
Brian Prehle
Heather Richardson
Pam Barwell Schenkel,
Greek Chair
Steven Schenkel
Jeanne Honegger
Strapason
Ann Victor-Lazarus
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A NEW LOOK FOR A
FAMILIAR PLACE
The June 26th rededication of Schenck Lounge was a highlight event of the
Alumni Mega Reunion. The alumni funded renovations including new
draperies, carpeting, and furniture. Inscribed with the words "Alumni
Lounge" is a striking plaque which serves as an acknowledgment to all who
contributed to this project.
The friendliness and warmth of the lounge's fireplace may be likened to
Daemen's alumni, who support the school; its current student body; and
the Daemen community. The new lounge is a gift for everyone to enjoy.
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GREEK COLUMN
The next issue of Daemen
Today will premier a
feature on the members
and activities of Daemen's
sororities and fraternities,
appropriately entitled "The
Greek Column." If you are
a fraternity or sorority
member and have
newsworthy information,
please pass it along to the
coordinators, Pam Barwell
Schenkel, Lambda Chi, at

ALUMNI DIRECTORY /
Alumni — look for an important Alumni Directory Questionnaire in the
mail. This is being sent to give every alum the opportunity to be accurately

(716) 823-1062 or Heather
Richardson, Sigma Omega
Chi, at (716) 897-3752 or
send it to the Daemen
Alumni Office.

listed in the upcoming new Alumni Directory.
PLEASE BE SURE TO COMPLETE AND RETURN YOUR DIRECTORY
QUESTIONNAIRE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE!
Once received, your information will be edited and processed by our
publisher, Harris Publishing Co., Inc. Over 5,400 of our alumni will be
included in this directory.
If you don't return your questionnaire, there is a possibility you may
be inadvertently omitted. Please don't take a chance ... watch for your
questionnaire and remember to return it promptly. Also, if you choose not
to have your name included, please notify the Alumni Office at Daemen.

BETTMANN ARCHIVE
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ALUMNI CHAPTERS
WHERE ALUMNI
HAVE SETTLED

One purpose of an Alumni Association is to provide ways for alums to
serve their institution. A strong bond between individual alumni and the
association helps advance the goals of the college.
Chapters act as a bridge between the campus and those alums who

AK
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MO

3

1

14

AL
8

ID
1

MT
4

AR
2

IL

NC

38

31

IN

NE

25

2

KS
2

NH
20

TN
15

country. As you can see, the largest number of graduates live in New York,

KY
12

NJ

TX

New Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania. These would be excellent places to

131

53

start an alumni chapter.

PA
210
RI
6

live many miles away, bringing these two groups together through a variety
of shared events and experiences. A chapter could make the college come
alive for those of you who rarely have a chance to return to campus.
Many of you meet informally on a regular basis. The Alumni
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1
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Association plans to establish formal chapters throughout the country and
cannot do it without your help. We are seeking alums who are willing to
assist in developing an agenda and finding a suitable place to organize an
alumni gathering in your immediate area(s).
This map indicates the concentration of our graduates throughout the

Kathee O'Shaughnessy Bentley, '71, became aware of this need in the
course of her many phone conversations as chair of the Mega-Reunion. She
has volunteered to organize a chapter in New York City. Please contact
Kathee at (215) 431-3329 for information on a New York Chapter or Jeanne
Healy at (716) 839-8555 in order to start a chapter in your area.

COMPILED BY JEANNE G. HEALY, '86

CLASS OF 1952
Joyce E. Fink was elected chairperson of the
Development Council for the Sisters of St.
Francis of Penance and Christian Charity,
Stella Niagara, NY. She is recently retired
after having been involved in institutional
advancement at several colleges.

CLASS OF 1958
Mary Carol Collins teaches English to
freshmen and seniors at Sacred Heart
Academy, Buffalo, NY.

CLASS OF 1961
Mary C. Foppenberg has been recently
appointed Vice President of Institutional
Advancement at Chatham College, Pittsburg,
PA.

CLASS OF 1967
Mary Alice Regan M cClusky recently
attended the wedding of Pamela Skaper,
daughter of Mary Lou Rampalla Skaper ('67)
and Tom Skaper, aboard the Q ueen M ary in
Long Beach, CA, with the Skaper family.

CLASS OF 1968
Dr. Peggy (Margaret) Saks Walker, a licensed
psychologist, has a new office in Altamont,
NY.

CLASS OF 1969
Dr. Priscilla Zynda-Otsuki received her
Ph.D. from the University of Colorado in
1986 and is presently working as a
psychologist in Denver, CO. She is married
to Steven Otsuki.

CLASS OF 1973
Claudette Guarnieri Drankoski and her
husband, Michael, have a seven-year-old
daughter, Erin. Claudette is a program
manager for Northern Region Leadership
Development Company - WFS, Workforce
Solutions (an IBM company). They live in
Vestal, NY.

Mary Kay Onderko Chamber currently
resides in Madison, AL, just outside of
Huntsville. She has been married for 20
years to husband Paul, whom she met
while she was a sophomore at Rosary
Hill. The Chambers have four children,
Megan, 17, Ryan, 15, Emily, 11, and Tim,
9. After 20 years of Air Force service life
and extensive travel, including three years
in Germany, the Chambers have retired.

BIRTHS
Joanne DiSalvo Cromer and her
husband, Jim, celebrated the birth of their
first child, Clayton James, on Christmas
Eve, 1992.
A daughter, Jillian Kari, was bom to
Karen and Mark R. Alderfer on July 23,
1992, joining brother Kevin, 2.

DEATHS

CLASS OF 1982

Kenneth E. Sim inski (Ken Simmons)
died on March 22, 1993.

Lisa Peterson Eckstrom currently resides
in Jamestown, NY.

CLASS OF 1974
M ichelle Narvaez Ieronimo and husband
John, live in Connecticut with their two
children, Rachel, 11, and Gregory, 9.
Michelle teaches sixth grade.

CLASS OF 1977
MARRIAGES
Gloria Wisniewski to Robert James
O'Neill on May 15, 1993.
Joan L. McMahon to John D. Ricca on
June 15, 1993.

CLASS OF 1979
M ichelle Bartholomew Green was
recently promoted to Associate Professor
in the Health Information Technology
Program at Alfred State College of
Technology.
John Dulski is working as a district sales
representative for TAP Pharmaceutical
Company (a division of Abbott
Pharmaceutical Co.). He resides in
Dunkirk, NY, with his wife, Wendy, and
their three children.

CLASS OF 1981

Josita deHaan-Kicmal currently has a
position with Gregory Nederveld and
Associates as Site Supervisor and
Operations Manager at St. Margaret
Mercy Health Care Center in Dyer,
Indiana.

BIRTHS
Josita deHaan-Kicmal and her husband,
Gerard, have a son, Brandon Gerard,
born February 12, 1993. Brandon joins
sister Allyson Nicole, 3.

CLASS OF 1984
Holly Seeger currently resides in
Nashville, TN, and has a position with
Ogden Environmental and Energy
Services as Marketing Coordinator for the
Southern Region which includes offices in
seven states.
David B. Stevenson has joined the
Sarasota Therapy Center, Inc., where he
serves as Clinical Director. He and his
wife, Sandy, have two children, Alex, 4,
and Jessica, 2.
Dawn Edward Boehm currently resides in
West Seneca, NY.

ENGAGEMENTS
Holly Seeger to R.S. Montgomery, a
Nashville attorney.

Mark R. Alderfer is a science teacher for
the Delaware Valley School District in
Milford, PA.
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MARRIAGES

MARRIAGES

Mary Summers '84 to Frank Scamacca '88 on
June 21, 1992.

1992. She received a master's degree in
Gerontological Nursing from the
University of South Florida, Tampa, in
December, 1992. She is employed as a
nurse practitioner and clinical research
nurse specialist in General Medicine at
the Miami V.A. Medical Center.

BIRTHS

MARRIAGES

Dawn Edward Boehm gave birth to a son,
Aaron Joseph, on May 23, 1992. She also has
another son, Austin James, born January 10,
1991.

Kevin Fenharlow to Karen L. Subjoc on
July 24, 1992.

Kristen Renee Seitz to Scott Robert
Pensivy on June 5, 1993.

CLASS OF 198/

CLASS OF 1989

Michael Agro currently resides in
Henderson, NV. He is employed as
Supervisor of Passenger Service at
American Airlines in Las Vegas.

Shannon M. Ormsby of Kenmore, NY, is
presently working as a home care
therapist for WNY PT Group. Last year
she traveled the East Coast for a traveling
company.

Donna A. Gulick to Dean D. Mueller on
May 15, 1993.

CLASS OF 1985
Mimi (Mary) K. Cuddy-Mierzwa has been
working for the Association of America's
Public Television Stations in Washington,
D.C., since February, 1992.
Dorian Kay Rose, a senior research physical
therapist at the VA Medical Center in
Durham, NC, was awarded the Mary
McMillan Scholarship Award by the
American Physical Therapy Association
(APTA) at its 68th Annual Conference held
this June.
Teresa O'Connor Francis and her husband,
Walter, have one daughter, Rachel. Teresa
teaches music in private schools throughout
Staten Island. She and Walter hope to serve
as foreign missionaries in the future.

BIRTHS
Tina Hollis Blackwell and her husband,
Alan, recently celebrated the birth of their
third child, a girl, Brianna Christine, on
September 22, 1992.
Mimi (Mary) K. Cuddy-Mierzwa and her
husband celebrated the birth of their second
son, Christopher James, on February 11,
1993.
A baby boy, Alexander Robert, was born to
Lisa and Robert Ciepiela on June 5, 1993.
A daughter, Elena Nicole, was born to Mark
Bersani of Mainesville, OH.

CLASS OF 1986
Regina Bley Musialowski, of Hollywood,
FL, was inducted into Sigma Theta Tau, an
international nursing honor society, in April,
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Denise BovaConti Sames now lives in
Burnsville, MN, where she is employed
as a physical therapist at the Institute for
Athletic Medicine. Denise has two
daughters, three-year-old Alecia Rae and
one-year-old Anna Jean.

MARRIAGES

Mary Summers '84 to Frank Scamacca '88
on June 21, 1992.
Marlene (Marble) Havens to Bill King on
May 2, 1992.
Mary Weissend to Martin Nichols on
April 27, 1991.

MARRIAGES
Kathleen Ann Wirth to Patrick David
Christie on April 3, 1993.
Andrea M. Gaglia '89 to David S.
Brothman '90 on April 25, 1993.

Jill Beth Adler to Rick E. Dansey on
March 20, 1993.

Karen Marie Braciszewski to Robert Roy
Mansell on June 19, 1993.

BIRTHS

Patricia Anne Varley to Anthony Joseph
Suffoletto Jr. on June 19, 1993.

Maritza Candelario Pittore '87 and Ettore
Pittore Pizzardi '90 became the proud
parents of a daughter, Mariana Venezia,
on November 13, 1992.

CLASS OF 1990

A daughter, Anna Jean, was bom to
Denise BovaConti Sames on June 27,
1992.

Christine Wazowicz recently moved to
Alexandria, \A, where she has been
named Director of Assessment Centers
Technology. A.C.T. is a P.T.-owned work
hardening-industrial rehabilitation clinic.

CLASS OF 1988

Ettore Pittore Pizzardi is currently
Director of Rehabilitation Services at
Americare in Dunbar, WV.

Frank Scamacca is no longer a "Lost
Alumnus." He resides in Delray Beach,
FL, with his wife, the former Mary
Summers '84.
Another "Lost Alumna" has also been
found! Mary Weissend Nichols has
located Marlene (Marble) Havens '88.
Marlene lives in Sugar Land, TX, with
husband Bill King.

Diana Mantilla McLaughlin, of Old
Westbury, NY, has been named Senior
Physical Therapist at the Long Island
Jewish Medical Center in New Hyde Park,
NY.

MARRIAGES
Andrea M. Gaglia '89 to David S.
Brothman '90 on April 25, 1993.

Jane Michelle Heisler to Daniel Joseph Malek on
June 26, 1993.

Susan M. M ullins to Paul J. Calandra on
February 27, 1993.

Diana Mantilla to John A. McLaughlin on
March 27, 1993.

Anne Kuerdoerfer to Martin P. Lipczynski
on April 24, 1993.

CLASS OF 1991

Lisa Marie Willert to Kevin Wayne Galas
on April 17, 1993.

Karla Heyward has been appointed as the
assistant director of the Higher Education
Opportunity Program at Daemen College.
Jeffrey Wiess has been promoted to a full
time position as Accounts Payable Manager
at Darien Lake Theme Park. Jeffrey has
worked at the park on a seasonal basis for
ten years.

MARRIAGES

CONGRATULATIONS TO
THE CLASS OF 1993

MARRIAGES
Kim Marie Seager to Ruddi Edward
Barbolini on June 19, 1993.

Kathleen R. Bocchiaro to David A.
Wojtowicz on May 29, 1993.
Maria Fasano to Darryle Streeter on April 17,
1993.

BIRTHS
Jennifer King Bargnesi and her husband,
John, became the proud parents of a son,
Dominic John, on January 28, 1993.

CONGRATULATIONS TO
THE MYSTERY PHOTO
CONTEST WINNERS:
Bronwyn Berry Hawley '83
Maritza Candelario Pittore '87
Ettore Pittore Pizzardi '90

CLASS OF 1992

Andrea Giordano Lewis '85

Lori Piazza is a staff physical therapist at
Touro Infirmary, New Orleans, LA.

Kevin Penharlow '86

Nicole Eller resides in Rockaway, NJ. She
works at the Kessler Insitute for
Rehabilitation in East Orange, NJ.

David B. Stevenson '84

BABY BEAR CLUB
Mark Bersani '85, a daughter, Elena
Nicole.
Denise BovaConti Sames '87, a daughter,
Anna Jean on 6/27/92.
Clayton James to Joanne DiSalvo Cramer,
'81 on Christmas Eve, 1992.
Jillian Kari to Mark R. Alderfer, '81 on
7/23/92.
Brandon Gerard to Josita deHann-Kicmal,
'84 on 5/23/92.
Aaron Joseph to Dawn Edward Boehm,
'84 on 5/23/92.
Brianna Christine to Tina Hollis
Blackwell, '85 on 9/22/92.
Christopher James to M imi (Mary) K.
Cuddy-Mierzwa, '85 on 2/11/93.
Alexander Robert to Robert Ciepiela, '85
on 6/5/93.
Mariana Venezia to Maritza Candelario
Pittore, '87 and Ettore Pittore Pizzardi,
'90, on 11/13/92.
Dominic John to Jennifer King Bargnesi,
'91 on 1/28/93.
Friends of Daemen College Jim Burke,
Director of Housing, and his wife, Tina,
became the parents of a baby boy,
Matthew Gregory, on June 30, 1993.
Matthew debuted at 7 pounds 11 ounces.

ENGAGEMENTS
Nicole Eller to Eric Morales.

MARRIAGES
Julia M. Pitz to Timothy J. Michalak on
April 3, 1993.

Teresa O'Connor Francis '85, a daughter,
Rachel Lynn on 11/7/92.

Kimberley A. Mann to Donald A. House on
March 13, 1993.
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BOARD NEWS

DAEMEN COLLEGE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

1993-94
Robert E. Eck
Chairman
Peter F. Hunt
Vice Chairman

Caroline Hassett Buerk
Secretary-Treasurer

Robert S. Marshall
Ex-Officio
TRUSTEES

Thomas W. Bowen
Thomas E. Brydges
Adrian F. Dedecker, Jr.
Dale B. Demyanick
Jed Dietrich
Leonard Greenfield
Nedra J. Harrison, M.D.
Roy Innis
Seymour H. Knox, IV
Brian J. Lipke
Rosemary S. Marlette
Henry J. Nowak
Gregory M. Oehler
Kathleen Rimar, O.S.F.
Joann Ellis Shatkin
Ruth M. Stratton
William A. Ullmark
James L. Vardon
Paul A. Willax
TRUSTEES EMERITI

‘ William W. Kimmins, Jr.
*Milton Milstein
Jean R. Oshei
M. Angelice Vogt, O.S.F.

DR. NEDRA J. HARRISON, 73
JOINS DAEMEN COLLEGE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Daemen College is pleased to announce the appointment of Nedra J.
Harrison, M.D. to its Board of Trustees for a three-year term. Dr. Harrison
is a 1973 premedical graduate of the college. She received her M.D from the
State University of New York at Buffalo's School of Medicine in 1977. After
completing her residency at Millard Fillmore Hospital, Buffalo, she served
as a Clinical Assistant, an Associate Attending Physician and an Attending
Physician. Additionally, she has served in staff positions at Bry-Lin Hospital,
Buffalo and St. Joseph Intercommunity Hospital, Buffalo. Currently, she
maintains a practice in general surgery in Snyder, New York.
Among her many awards are the American Medical Association's Physicians
Recognition Award and the Daemen College Distinguished Alumni Award.

IN MEMORIAM FRIENDS OF DAEMEN COLLEGE
M ilton M ilstein, the architect w ho designed the Rath County O ffice Building, Buffalo,
N Y as w ell as several buildings on the cam pus of D aem en College, passed away on
May 9, 1993. Mr. M ilstein also served on the Daem en College Board of Trustees, 1974-91.
John R. Shearer, a local political figure, passed away on June 29, 1993. Mr. Shearer
served on the D aem en College Board of Trustees, 1981-90.
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D A E M E N TODAY

PLANNING FOR THE
FUTURE...
Eleanor Lakey cares about western New York and the quality of life
residents enjoy. Mrs. Lakey, the Amherst Business and Professional
Women's "Woman of the Year," vice president of the Amherst Garden Club,
and past president of Zonta, explained, "This community has so much to
offer, but sometimes people don't take advantage of what's in their own
backyard. I've been a member of the Daemen College community for a long
time now — education is so crucial — and I've enjoyed seeing the college
grow and change. How wonderful it is to have a fine institution like
Daemen College growing and changing right in front of you."
Mrs. Laky also cares about planning for the future. That's why she
recognizes that Daemen has secured a prominent place in western New

E lea n o r Laky talks with D aem en A ssociates
Polly Paglia a n d A n n B ellissim o.

York's future. She has arranged to be a part of that future.
"I feel the easiest way to make a significant contribution to Daemen
is through a bequest," said Mrs. Laky. "My experience with the Daemen
Associates, and the work they've done with the Marian Library, has been
very rewarding. I want that work to continue."

BEQUESTS
Including Daemen as one of the
beneficiaries of your will is simple,
involves no extra cost and is a way
to make a much larger contribution
than you thought possible.
For more information on bequests
or other planned gifts to the college,
contact the Office of Institutional
Advancement, Daemen College,
4380 Main Street, Amherst, New
York 14226-3592, (716) 839-8212.
When you're planning for the
future, remember Daemen.
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Nov. 18

mm
Oct. 7-31

"Thanksgiving Turkey and All That

4:30 -

Jazz" Dinner, Dining Room. Featuring

6 pm

the Dave Schiavone Jazz Quartet
Nov. 19/20 Bus Trip Weekend — Welcome

"10th Anniversary Exhibition of Celtic

prospective Daemen students!

Press" Michael Morin, Artist.
Fanette Goldman and Carolyn

Nov. 20

Women's Basketball Home Game, gym

3 pm

Greenfield Art Gallery, DunsScotus
Oct. 28

L'Avventura, Michelangelo Antonioni,

7:30 pm

Masters of World Cinema —■Thursday
Dec. 2

Night Film Series in Schenck Hall,

The Discreet Charm o f the Bourgeoisie, 7:30 pm
Luis Bunuel, Masters of World Cinema

admission is free.

— Thursday Night Film Series in
Oct. 30

"BOOBAJR" Halloween Party, Social

9 pm

Schenck Hall, admission is free.

Room — This annual costume party is
Dec. 4

"SPOOK-TACULAR"! Best costume prizes!

Concert by Dave Binder, Social Room

9 pm

Truly a Daemen College tradition.
Dec. 5

Alumni Children's Christmas Party,

1 - 3 pm

Alumni Lounge
Nov. 4-29 Exhibition of work by Duayne Hatchett

Dec. 7

in the Fanette Goldman and Carolyn
Greenfield Art Gallery, Duns Scotus
Nov.

I

Women's Basketball Home Game, gym

Dec. 7
5 pm
7 pm

Nov. 11

Alumni Board Meeting, Wick Board

7.30 pm

5:30 pm

Men's Basketball Home Game, gym

7:30 pm

Seasonal Medieval Music, Daemen
Little Theatre

Dec. 7-

Daemen Art & Graphic Design Student

Jan. 16

Exhibit, Fanette Goldman and Carolyn
Greenfield Art Gallery, Duns Scotus

Room g§ All Alums Welcome
Nov. 14

Women's Basketball Home Game, gym

Women's Basketball Home Game, gy

3 pm

Men's Basketball Home Game, gym

5 pm
7 pm

Dec. 9

Alumni Board Meeting, Wick Board

7:30 pm

Room — All Alums Welcome
Dec. 14

Holiday Dinner, Dining Room
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